Now form the users point of view:
Until DoH, user knew that its ISP could have his aggregated DNS queries and that it can be visible inside
his/her network. But he/she has contractual agreement with ISP and most likely both reside under the same
jurisdiction. At least in Europe ISP cannot sell collected without consent given by user (thanks to GDPR).
From DoH on, user still knows that ISP would have flow data, but also that some DoH provider with whom user
doesn't have contractual agreement and which might be under different jurisdiction, will get every single nonaggregated DNS query. This DoH still cannot sell such information, at least because of TRR policy (contract
with Mozilla), but it would have information which it would not have prior DoH. We might or might not trust
that Cloudflare, Google and others would not abuse this information for their own business, however if there
would came some government agency with lawful order to give them users data and to be quiet about it, would
they get the data? How it helps user privacy then?
Don't get me wrong, I think that there can be use-case when it can be beneficial. There might be countries which
abuses DNS blocking to block access to some domains, and in that case this might help. However in my country
when there was a crusade against internet gambling government agreed upon that DNS blocking is sufficient to
ISP to do. But if that everybody would use third party DoH resolver without blocking, than the government
would force us to use deep packet inspection or to block whole IP addresses. This would not be as easy to
bypass and to cheap to do. This way it would hurt both users and ISPs.
Now for questions:
I would not comment on TRR, I'm not lawyer.
Privacy and security:
2: I can use DNS data to detect malware node by monitoring queries. Maybe DoH provider should be allowed to
do the same (at least for well-known malware domains).
3: Almost useless. I can hide data processing from any auditor, only thing I need is packet duplication on any
switch in the way. But of coarse, this at least force them to hide it better.
4: Government can force DoH provider to remain silent about monitoring which are currently done. Contract is
less then law under which jurisdiction DoH provider is. Again even more useless than previous point.
Online Safety:
As ISP I'm required to provide network neutrality, so I cannot block or provide any advantage over another site
that it is not agreed with user. Same should be the case with DoH provider. For parental control or company
policy, enabling/disabling DoH in Firefox should require administrative privileges. Reasoning is simple. If I'm
under parental control, if it should work, I should not be able to change system DNS resolver. Same should be
the case for DoH in Firefox. If I'm root/Administrator, then I should be able to tell which resolver should be
used. If I'm not than it is up to sysadmin or netadmin to tell.
1: OK
2: From top of my head: DoH provider can block its competitor. For example Google might block Yahoo. It is
not DNS providers' (of any kind) job to block any domain - it should be neutral.
3: IP based blocking, however this might harm other services on same IP address. DNS blocking is the easiest,
the most specific way for ISP. You as a browser vendor may use your own list of pages or you may standardize
HTML header to indicate non-family friendly site.
4: Not a lawyer.
5: Don't use DNS for that. Make a list and check against it when family-friendly blacklist is enabled. Again

